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Abstract- This paper introduces a method which
detects temporal motion velocity and acceleration
of a part of a cardiac structure. We can get
motion track of a certain part of the cardiac
structure, viz.
motional position ~ time
function by the waveform curve of
Omnidirectional M-mode Echocardiography.
Doing one-order and two-order differential of
the discrete function, we can acquire the
detecting of temporal velocity and acceleration
of the part of the cardiac structure. Then, we
obtain two important motion information of the
cardiac structure in depth, which are velocity
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we know that the research uncover to acquire the
important relating information about the
composition of forces of heart through cardiac
sequential images. It will be very useful in
studying cardiac medicinal hemodynamics and
diagnosing
cardiovascular
disease
atraumatically.
Index terms － Omnidirectional M-mode
Echocardiography, Mining Dynamic Information,

extremely important exploration and research
subject in clinical applications[4]. In addition to
dynamic information research on the inaccurate
and confined M-mode echocardiography,
methods
of
Blood
Flow
Doppler
Echocardiography (called color scan), Tissue
Doppler Echocardiography [5] were also invented
and applied into clinical routine.
We rebuild the gray (position) ~ time
waveform (function) on arbitrary direction lines
from the sequential images. Because the gray
level information of the images stands for
boundary information of the cardiac structures,
the gray ~ time waveform actually represents the
stretched movement track of a certain part that is
the intersection of anatomy border and sampling
line in cardiac structures. The direction of the
selected sampling line is consistent with that of
the motion, i.e., its first-order differential stands
for velocity, and second-order for acceleration.
This viewpoint is also an understanding of tissue
velocity of the Tissue Doppler. Furthermore,
comparing
with
Tissue
Doppler
echocardiography, its own characters are
illustrated as follows:
z

Detecting Temporal Velocity and Acceleration
Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION
Echocardiography images are sequential
images reflecting the anatomy border and
motion of the heart in 2D cardiac section.
Currently, static images in echocardiography
have reached a remarkable level. At the same
time, the quality of real time motion information
is hidden in echocardiography images. This can
be used for detecting dynamic information from
them.
Echocardiography machines build M-mode
echocardiography images with ultrasound
wave-beams. It was once the main method for
detecting dynamic information from sequential
echocardiography images. However, confined
and limited ultrasound wave-beam directions
induce the inaccurate M-mode echocardiography
images on the cardiac long axis section in
clinical applications. In addition, the character of
the heart, which makes it different from other
human tissues, is known as its motion and
distortion. For a long time, dynamic information
detection of the cardiac structure has been an
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Its velocity comes from the differential of
the gray ~ time waveform (function)
directly, whereas the velocity of the Tissue
Doppler is transformed from frequency
shift indirectly.
Its direction is flexible while the direction
of tissue doppler is confined and
troublesome.
The system can show a group of correlative
omnidirectional M-mode echocardiography
images on arbitrary direction lines with
synchronous ECG, which supplies a
standard time for the omnidirectional
M-mode echocardiography images.

Ⅱ .
OMNIDIRECTIONAL
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

M-MODE

The rebuilding of gray(position) ~ time
waveform (function) on arbitrary direction lines
is a method for tracking the moving object and
for mining dynamic information in sequential
images[1][2]. When an arbitrary direction line is
fixed on a coordinate system, it is ready for a
motion range that is smaller and easier to be
captured with straight direction line. The target
of the echocardiography is the inner cardiac
structure. Its size is within several centimeters

and each part of the cardiac structure moves
between one centimeter and several millimeter.
Furthermore, the movement of the cardiac
structure is moving back and forth close to the
balance point. The dynamic parameters which
reflect functional motion are periodic. It can be
tracked with a straight direction line, and gray
points fixed on the direction line among
sequential frames are stretched into gray
(position) ~ time waveform (function), which is
corresponding to each selected direction line.
Then, all mentioned waveforms rebuild series of
omnidirectional M-mode echocardiography
images.
Rebuilding the gray (position) ~ time
waveform (function) on the short axis direction
line A,B,C and long axis direction line A’, B’ , C’ ,
are illustrated in Fig.1. If the selected direction
lines A, B, C and A’, B’ , C’ are consistent with
actual motion direction of the target part in the
short axis or long axis section, when the
sampling lines (coordinate position) are fixed,
the gray intensity (position) data of the pixels,
which come from the image database (memory
address and content), can generate gray (position)
~ time waveforms combined with corresponding
temporal relationships. They present the
movement tracking of the ventricle wall of the
cardiac structure. They form the foundation for
detecting dynamic information.
Broken lines in Fig.1 are ultrasound wavebeam directions. They are originally confined
and limited in direction concerning the B-scan
machine for capturing the dynamic information
(gray intensity). The actual motion of the cardiac
structure is difficult to track exactly in M-mode
echocardiography images built by old B-scan
machines.

rebuilt on straight direction lines in sequential
images[2][3]. This is combined with the rebuilding
technique and adapted hardware.
An appropriative PCI graphics card is
employed, which satisfies the transmission speed
of 40Mb/s. Provided that one frame has 1
Mbytes data, it is sufficient for transmitting PAL
(25 frames/s) or NTSC (30 frames/s) in real time.
The block 《Appropriative PCI image card》
carries out the A/D transformation and computer

Fig.2 Overall structure of the omnidirectional
M-mode echocardiography (OME) system

memory data transmission. It then collaborates
with the block《Rebuilding software of gray
(position) ~ time function on direction line》 to
capture the gray level and the coordinate
information on direction line from the sequential
digital
frames,
which
integrates
an
omnidirectional M-mode echocardiography
image. The block 《 Rebuilding software of
synchronous ECG 》 is also introduced. By
capturing
the
cardiogram
below
the
echocardiography images, the software can
extract the ECG signal and synchronizes it with
the omnidirectional M-mode echocardiography
images, to supply a standard time for further
processing. Other blocks and common software
such as the blocks《Monitor》and 《Laser printer》
are employed to display and print the
omnidirectional M-mode echocardiography
images, the synchronous ECG and all kinds of
dynamic information tables and data.
The most important software component is the
rebuilding of gray (position) ~ time waveform
(function) on arbitrary direction lines. Its flow
chart is illustrated in Fig.3. First block in Fig.3
stands for digital sequential frame-images. Third

Fig.1 Rebuilding the gray (position) ~ time
waveform(function) on short axis (left) and
long axis (right)

Ⅲ . THE STRUCTURE AND DYNAMIC
INFORMATION UNDERSTANDING OF
THE SYSTEM
The overall structure of the omnidirectional
M-mode echocardiograhpy system is illustrated
in Fig.2. The system is based on the fundamental
theory that the gray (position) ~ time function is
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Gray position function I n x ij , y ij , which is
obtained from the fifth block in Fig.3, represents
gray intensity value of point on coordinates

(x

, y ij ) in n th frame. I n (xij , y ij )
varies with independent variable n , when
frame interval is defined as T frame , We deduce
position

ij

the function relationship:

I n (xij , y ij ) ↔ nT frame

i = 1 → m stands for motion track of m series
direction
of pixels that are corresponding to
lines. This is the time function (waveform) form
of motion track of sampled pixels, named
omnidirectional M-mode echocardiograph
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Fig.3 Flow chart of rebuilding software of gray
~ time function on arbitrary direction lines

So the formula (1) and (2) can be translated into
an integrated form of gray(position) ~ time
function:
I rvij = I rvij (nT frame )
(3)
Furthermore, gray (position) ~ time function
plays more role than the gray value of pixel in
our study, so the above formula is equal to
v
v
v
rij = rij ( nT frame ) = rij (t ) , t = nT frame (4)

t is discrete time variable sampled with T frame .
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The motion direction of omnidirectional
M-mode echocardiography is limited on the
direction line. The direction we usually modulate
manually is the biggest motion direction of a
certain part of the cardiac structure. So the
motion is along one dimension of the direction
line. As shown in Fig.4, it is only along one
direction of up(positive) or down(negative). So
the formula(6) can be translated into:
⎧
⎪ S = S ( t ) L ( t = nT
⎪
⎪ ∆S
= V (t )
⎨
⎪ ∆t
⎪ ∆ V (t )
= a (t )
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echocardiography system. The omnidirectional
M-mode echocardiography system is an
application of rebuilding gray (position) ~ time
waveform (function) on relative simple fixed
direction line in sequential echocardiography
images, it has won the National patents of
invention in P.R. of china. The system has been
applied into clinical practice in Fujian Provincial
Research Institute for Cardiovascular Diseases
and Chinese People’s Liberation Army (CPLA)
General Hospital (301 Hospital, Beijing) for 3
years. They summarize the data and the
experiments in their own clinical practice
according to the function of the system. The
related research is mainly on assessment of left
ventricle regional systolic and diastolic function,
atria septal motion and atria load relation,
observation of pulmonary artery motion curve of
pulmonary hypertension[6][7][8][9][10][11], etc..
The discussion of this paper is farther
detecting viz. detecting temporal motion velocity
and acceleration. It ulteriorly mines from
dynamic
information
of
sequential
echocardiography images. It will ulteriorly
and atraumatically open out new dynamic
information hided in sequential images.
Deduced from Newton Second Law

v
v
F = ma

Fig.5
Omnidirectional
M-mode
echocardiography image with its velocity and
acceleration function.

If omnidirectional M-mode echocardiography
image of a certain position of cardiac structure is
built from sequential images and its edge is
detected exactly, the motion track which
represents the certain position varying with time
will be established as

S = S (t )
Furthermore, as shown in Fig.5, its first-order
differential of time stands for velocity and
acceleration of current certain position as
formula (7).
Ⅴ. DISCUSSION
The basis of detecting temporal motion
velocity and acceleration of a part of cardia
structure is the omnidirectional M-mode

(8)
we get the composition of forces function on the
current certain position during the cardiac
periodicity. Obviously, extraction of S = S (t )
is very important, and that is a certain edge of
omnidirectional M-mode echocardiography
image. When the edge is detected exactly, series
further extraction of dynamic information will
become possible. The omnidirectional M-mode
echocardiography image of sampling position
and its motion track S = S (t ) , i.e. red curve,
and its synchronous velocity and acceleration
deduced from differential of track are shown in
Fig.5, they supply us high-level dynamic
information.
However, motion of cardiac structure is
complicated and correlative. Furthermore, the
motion of ill heart is more complicated and
difficult to be comprehended. As a matter of fact,
the research we have done is only an initiation;
much problem will emerge in the process. On
the other hand, the new invented methods and
instruments will help to explore the subject in
return.
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